UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT KEARNEY
2021 Honor Band & Choral Clinic
Choral Audition Music
Audition Submission Deadline - Oct. 27, 2020
Each audition recording should include the following: student name, grade, school, and voice part.
Then sing the following excerpts. Male voices sing 8ba.

SOPRANO AND TENOR AUDITIONS

1) Required Major Scale *a capella* (a starting pitch may be provided)

2) The Required **Harmonic Minor Scale** *a capella* (a starting pitch may be provided)

3) Sing the following excerpt from America, the Beautiful *a capella* (a starting pitch may be provided)
ALTO AND BASS AUDITIONS

1) Required Major Scale *a capella* (a starting pitch may be provided)

\[\frac{d}{2} = 140\]

\[\text{eeee} \quad \text{ah} \quad \text{---} \quad \text{---} \quad \text{---} \quad \text{---} \]

2) The Required **Harmonic Minor Scale** *a capella* (a starting pitch may be provided)

\[\frac{d}{2} = 75\]

\[\text{Noh noh etc.}\]

3) Sing the following excerpt from America, the Beautiful *a capella* (a starting pitch may be provided)

\[\frac{d}{2} = 92\]

\[\text{A - mer - i - ca!} \quad \text{A - mer - i - ca!} \quad \text{God shed his grace on thee, and}\]

\[\text{crown thy good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea!}\]